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The characteristics and quality of the classic Hutting yachts, combined with a modern
touch and the famous elegance of the award winning Hoek Design Naval Architects. A
well thought-out design with a high standard in every aspect: safety, comfort,
performance, aesthetics and sustainability.

â€œa design with modern performance and great comfort with a large cockpit and
spacious interior,while keeping the elegant look and classic styling details we are known
for.

Ruurt Meulemans- “ Managing Hoek Design Naval architects

EXTERIOR

The characteristics of the ever-popular Hutting yachts, combined with the famous
elegance of Hoek Design architects. The new ideal cruiser, created with eye for
aesthetics.

Sailing under heel, the extended waterline length will give extra performance. In light
winds the yacht will benefit from a small wetted surface and the retractable bowsprit to
carry an optional Code 0 or Gennaker. A high aspect jib combined with a large mainsail
with an easy reef system to reduce sail area, makes the Hutting 52 an ideal short-
handed sailing yacht.

Due to the aft overhang, a spacious and safe cockpit could be designed, a detail not
often seen on yachts this size. To offer maximum comfort we created an aerodynamic
pilothouse that nicely blends into the deck. Every element is designed with great care to
obtain our goal: create a timeless, unique and characteristic sailing yacht.

INTERIOR

For the individualistic sailor who rejects conformity and has a desire for maximum freedom. The interior can be 100%
personalized, like no other. Start exploring and begin the process of creating your ideal sailing yacht with us. The Hutting 52 will
be beyond your expectation.

 

NOTE: download brochure with specs here !

Specification

Material Aluminium

Length 15-18
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